
Cluster Design Guide
The cluster is a versitile fixture that can take on many forms and styles 

by changing just a few parts or lengths. This guide will walk you through 
the many ways to customize and style your own unique fixture.
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STEP 1: Choose the Number of Pendants

3 PENDANTS

Simple and concise, the three 
cluster is a sweet and understated 
piece that works well in a smaller 

space, or paired with several 
other fixtures.

Our recommended size for over a 
kitchen island. Popular in an even 

arragement with 5” bulbs.

5 PENDANTS 7 PENDANTS 9 PENDANTS 14 PENDANTS 19 PENDANTS

The grandest of the clusters, this 
volumous fixture is sure to be an 

eye catcher and a centerpiece.

The perfect number of pendants 
for a mid size dining room table.

Commonly ordered as a 
staggered fixture in a stairwell, 

or as an elegant entry way 
piece.

This popular fixture works well 
in a variety of places whether it 
be the bedroom or diningroom 

it’s sure to shine.
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ONE LENGTH GRAPE CLUSTERSTAGGERED CLUSTER RING ADD ON

STEP 2: Choose the Cluster Arrangement

With all of the pendants at the 
same length, this will create the 

fullest fixture, with the bulbs 
sitting side by side.

Great for creating vertical space,   
this cascading light shows off 
the bulbs with the pendants 

staggered about 3 inches apart. 
Recommended for staircases.

Named for it’s organic form, this 
cluster is well rounded and our 
most popular way of arranging 

clusters.

Any of our clusters can be 
“cinched” with a ring. This brings 

the cords together giving the 
fixture a tighter appearance.
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CEILING PLATE FINISH

We recommend matching the ceiling 
plate to the sockets or choosing a 

neutral finish such as black or white.

(See Options on pg. 8)

STEP 3: Choosing Colors & Finishes

CORD COLOR

Pick one, or mix several tones to 
please your colorful side. We carry 

colors in both a simple round, and a 
twisted cord style.

(See Options on pg. 9)

SOCKET FINISH

We carry a vast selection of finishes 
to match your existing furniture, as 
well as a sleek, modern socket or a 

vintage option.

(See Options on pg. 8)

PENDANT LENGTH

The fixture length is measured from 
ceiling to bulb tip. We’ve made a 

handy guide to help you choose the 
right length for your space.

(See Guide on pg. 12)

BULBS

Bulbs are another way to alter your 
fixture, whether by warmth of the 

light, or shape and size.

(See Options on pg. 10)
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Copper

Socket Finishes Cord Colors

Twisted cord adds texture and vintage appeal. It bends nicely when 
making a pipe or beam wrap, and is slightly thinner than the round cord.

Blue Grey

Magenta

ChevronBlack

Mint

Brown

Orange Pink Purple

Rainbow Red Turquoise White Yellow

Black

Red Turquoise WhiteOrange

Blue GreyBrown Gold

Twisted

Round
Round cord is sleek and straighforward. It pairs well with both modern and 

vintage style sockets. All cord is finished with a high quality braided rayon cloth.

Modern

Vintage

Keyed switches allow you to turn each
 socket on and off with the knob

Beige

Ceiling Plate Finishes

Modern sockets are minimal, offering a clean and simple look to any fixture. 

The charming vintage socket is a decadent  way to dress up your light 
fixture. It pairs especially well with the antique style bulbs.

Black Graphite Bronze Antique Nickel Chrome Copper White

Black GoldSteel AntiqueCopperWhiteNickel

Black ChromeBronze Nickel AntiqueAntiqueGraphite Brass

Threaded Key
Shade holding sockets have a removable 

ring that holds shades in place
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Copper

Socket Finishes
Modern

Vintage

Black GoldSteel AntiqueCopperWhiteNickel

Black ChromeBronze Nickel AntiqueAntiqueGraphite Brass

Threaded

Keyed

Socket Types

Modern

Vintage

Keyed

Threaded

Modern sockets are sleek and minimal, offering 
a clean, simple look to any fixture. Available in 7 
finishes

-Rated for 250 Watts
-UL Listed
-Standard E26 base

The charming vintage socket is a decadent  way to 
dress up your light fixture. It pairs especially well with 
the antique style bulbs. Available in 9 finishes.

-Rated for 250 Watts
-UL Listed
-Standard E26 base  

Keyed sockets are the same as vintage sockets with 
the addition of a turn key that switches power to the 
socket on and off. This allows individual control of 
each pendant light.  Available in 4 finishes.

-Rated for 250 Watts
-UL Listed
-Standard E26 base

Threaded sockets are made to hold shades and have 
a removable ring at the bottom to hold a shade or 
cage onto the socket. Available in 4 finishes.

-Rated for 250 Watts
-UL Listed
-Standard E26 base

ChromeBronze Copper Antique

NickelBlack Copper Antique
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Choosing bulbs for your light 
fixture is an important step. Here 

we will walk you through the 
types of bulbs we carry and how 

to choose the best fit for your 
space and mood. 

Bulb Guide

What to know when choosing bulbs

Lumens VS Watts

Watts measure the amount of energy required to power a bulb, whereas lumens 
measure the amount of light produced. The more lumens in a light bulb, the 
brighter the light.

For instance:
a 40-watt incandescent bulb can = 100 lumens
while a 4-watt LED bulb can = 400 lumens

When choosing light bulbs, shopping by lumens will inform the amount of light 
emitted by the bulbs - more lumens = more light. Shopping by watts will infrom the 
amount of energy being used - more watts = more energy.

Temperature

The temperature of the lightbulbs you choose will determine the mood of your 
space. This light temperature is measured in Kelvin (abbreviated “K”). These degrees 
of Kelvin are measured on a scale of 1,000 - 10,000. 

SUNLIGHTCANDLE LIGHT

Warm
White

Day
Light

Natural
White

Cool 
White

Soft 
White

2000-3000
Cozy - Calm - Intimate
Ambient lighting 
recommended for: 
kitchens, bedrooms, 
bathrooms & restaurant/
commercial settings

3100-4500
Bright - Vibrant
Task Lighting 
recommended for: 
Basements, work 
environments, task 
lighting, bathrooms

2,000-3000
Crisp - Invigorating
Intense Lighting 
recommended for: 
display lighting, 
garages, task lighting,
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Bulb Types

DIMMABLE*
WARM ORANGE LIGHT
CLEAR GLASS
3,000 LIFE HOURS
Standard E26 Base

Antique

DIMMABLE *
YELLOW LIGHT
AMBER GLASS
15,000 LIFE HOURS
Standard E26 Base

LED Antique

DIMMABLE*
WHITE LIGHT
CLEAR GLASS
3,000 LIFE HOURS
Standard E26 base

Incandescent Clear

Tube
50 Lumen

30W

Edison
50 Lumen

40W or 60W

Victorian
100 Lumen

40W

Radio
100 Lumen

40W

3” Globe
100 Lumen

40W

5” Globe
50 Lumen

40W

Edison
400 Lumen

4W

Victorian
400 Lumen

4W

Radio
400 Lumen

4W

3” Globe
400 Lumen

4W

5” Globe
400Lumen

4W

Tube
175 Lumen

25W

A15
175 Lumen

15W

3” Globe
212 Lumen

25W

5” Globe
120 Lumen

25W*Please see our dimmer  combatibility list to find the right dimmer for your bulbs. 

LED bulbs offer greater 
lumens (brightness) per 
wattage

LED bulbs are a warmer 
tone and amber tinted 
glass

Antique filament bulbs 
offer a classic amber 
glow and are a more 
decorative option

A simple and neutral 
option that fits a diverse 
range of styles.
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Still Have Questions?

We’d Love to Help.

Please email us at info@hangoutlighting.com

or call us at 224-817-4101 to speak with our 
cutomer service and design advisor.


